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INTRODUCTION
The concept of entrepreneurship has become a widely-studied topic to which
an increasing amount of attention has been paid as individuals and countries need it
to move forward.
A basic entrepreneurship definition is that “it’s the act of creating a business”.
Entrepreneurship involves an entrepreneur who takes action to make a change in
the world. Sustainable economic growth requires entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs
create new jobs, contribute to economic expansion, and become stakeholders in
supporting a healthy business environment.

As communities across the world struggle to meet employment demands, the
importance of fostering a new generation of entrepreneurs (DIGITAL
ENTREPRENEURS) – both job creators and entrepreneurial employees– is
particularly salient. Chambers of commerce and business associations play a crucial
role in supporting entrepreneurship. They are uniquely positioned between
governments looking to create economic growth and the private sector desiring to
develop a new generation of employees. They have been supporting their business
communities for decades. There has been a greater focus on engaging with
students and youth. However, the number of established entrepreneurship programs
for students and youth hosted by chambers and business associations is still not
large enough.

Given the importance of an entrepreneurial mindset to succeed in the labor
market, the Chamber network advocates the introduction of entrepreneurship
education in curricula at all levels of education- from primary and secondary school
to vocational and higher education.

The project team hopes, this guidebook serves as an important resource
for chambers of commerce and schools to develop or expand successful
alliances.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
The School-Business Alliance brings together a Consortium of Schools with
Chambers of Commerce partnerships supported by Expert and Quality Partners
across Turkey, Slovenia, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Spain and the UK. The Project aims
to help schools formulate sustainable and systematic partnerships with businesses,
social enterprises and NGOs rather than ad hoc links.
The Project aims to deliver guidance and policy influencing documents with
the objective to create 'open door' policies in schools, to make them accessible to
their local communities; and them to draw on the skills and talents of local people, in
line with the Budapest agenda empowering teachers for entrepreneurship education.
The entrepreneurial education agenda is comprehensive: offering young
students long-term, immersive and authentic real-life entrepreneurial experiences in
an open schooling perspective in which the students interact with entrepreneurial
resources in the community – and acquire entrepreneurial capacity and mentality
through direct involvement and hands-on.
Chambers of commerce and secondary schools learning will not be created
from theoretical assumptions, but through practical experience.
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ESSENTIAL DEFINITIONS
a. Entrepreneurship
According to OECD1 Entrepreneurship is associated with the critical stages of
creation and development of new economic activities. In other terms, once the
business project is established, the entrepreneur turns into a manager.
Entrepreneurship is a process of making changes, thereby creating wealth and value.
Entrepreneurship is the pursuit of opportunity beyond the resources under your
current control.
Entrepreneurship process is doing everything, others are doing better.
b. Entrepreneur
"Entrepreneurs are those persons who seek to generate value, through the
creation or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting new
products, processes or markets2.”
c. Digital Entrepreneurship
Digital entrepreneurship is the pursuit of value generation, through the creation
or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting new ICT or ICTenabled products, processes and corresponding markets.1
d. Digital Entrepreneur
Digital entrepreneurs are those persons who seek to generate value, through
the creation or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting new ICT
or ICT-enabled products, processes and corresponding markets. 1
e. Digital Economy
There exist multiple definitions of the Digital Economy. The European
Commission defines the digital economy as “an economy based on digital
technologies.”3 The World Economic Forum and the Group of Twenty (G20) define
the digital economy as “a broad range of economic activities comprising all jobs in the
digital sector as well as digital occupations in non-digital sectors”.4

f. Entrepreneurship ecosystem
The predominant metaphor for fostering entrepreneurship as an economic
development strategy is the “entrepreneurship ecosystem.”5
An entrepreneurial ecosystem or entrepreneurship ecosystem is the social and
economic environment affecting local or regional entrepreneurship.
The entrepreneurial ecosystem encompasses key players that are adopting an
entrepreneurial mindset (risk and discovery) and developing related activities.6
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g. Open Schooling
An Open School is a more engaging environment for learning and makes a
vital contribution to the community: student projects meet real needs in the
community outside school and draw upon local expertise and experience.7
Open schooling is when schools and students collaborate in real-life projects
with different organisations and professionals from the world of business and
entrepreneurship. This means, offering young students long-term and authentic reallife projects in which the students work with entrepreneurial resources in the
community. They acquire entrepreneurial capacity and prepare mentality through
direct involvement and hands-on practice.
The missions are real and the students have to work through real challenges
h. Mentor
Mentor is a person who guides a younger or less experienced person over a
period of time, especially at work or school for building her/his dream. 8

i.Intrapreneurship
Intrapreneurship is the act of behaving like an entrepreneur while working
within a large organization.9
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GET INVOLVED
SBA
WHY STUDENTS SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT?
There are a lot of reasons to join this project. Some of the benefits are listed
below for students:
 Developing an enterprising mindset and entrepreneurial personality.

 Learning about the successful modern entrepreneurship.
 Gaining new skills and learning about digital entrepreneurship.
 Experiential learning- process of learning through experience,"learning
through reflection on doing”.
 Self- initiative and taking responsibility for success.
 Development of creative personality traits and teamwork skills.
 Outreach to industry.
 Meeting representatives from chambers of commerce and working with them.
 An opportunity to share their business ideas with active business managers.
 Training in the real business environment.
 Interaction between schools and entrepreneurs (getting to know work life
better).
 Networking and exchanging of experiences from different EU countries.

 Increase employability prospects and international opportunities.
 Meeting new students from different countries, exploring new cultures and

sharing knowledge and experience, improving English language fluency.
 Experiencing a brand-new way of working in schools.
 Practising team workin and learning project activities.
 Experiencing things that might be important for their schoolwork and for what

they want to do after school.
 Involving in creating results to be shared across Europe, and they will be able

to take pride in this.
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WHAT ARE THEY GOING TO GAIN BY PARTICIPATING?
SBA Project aims to provide innovative ways to help participants gain:
o European community approved skills.
o Organisation and communication skills.
o Knowledge about the entrepreneurial & digital entrepreneurial world.
o Personal Growth and Entrepreneurial Thinking development.
o Real time collaboration with chambers of commerce.
o Self-awareness and Self – efficacy.
o The fun of exploring new opportunities.
o Mobility to other countries.
o New skills and development of hidden skills and interests.
o Create a vision of the future, Creativity, Spotting Opportunities Motivation and
Perseverance, Achieving goals.
o Idea Generation Validate the idea from Marketing, Design and Production
aspect, prototype, Product development Teamwork, Design – Thinking,
interdisciplinary.
o Making new friends, getting to know about cultures and exchanging ideas with
students from different countries.
o Creating useful contacts.
o Teamwork experience in intercultural environment.
o Improving English language fluency.
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THE ROLES OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND
SCHOOLS
The most important factor in this project is the synergies formed between
chambers of commerce and schools.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Chambers of commerce are really very important to support entrepreneurship
initiatives.
Given that the Chambers of Commerce are essential advocacy organisations
focused on:
• Acting as a communication channel for businesses regarding
educational curricula / supports available to entrepreneurs via a
streamlined, simplified process.
• Getting in early on consultations regarding issues that affect
business (e.g., regulation).
• Mentoring and networking opportunities to connect, share ideas
and seek/obtain advice, particularly at “pinnacle” moments (While some
Entrepreneurs felt that a mentoring program need not be formal).
• Facilitating connections between entrepreneurs / innovators and
established companies that might wish to act as: “Living labs” or early
adopters of new products, technologies, service advisers to young or new
entrepreneurs.
• Supporting local organisations to develop an outreach to schools
to encourage students to consider becoming entrepreneurs.
• Assisting entrepreneurs to connect with potential sources of capital
8

(in government and private sector) and to “talk the same language”.
Providing students with business advice which will help them to
understand the stages of business processes.
• Offer entrepreneurial practice for students.
• Sharing experience and knowledge about the entrepreneurial world.
• State of the art entrepreneurial education expertise.
• Guidelines to practicing partners.
• Continuous support for practice partners.
• Learning through practice.
• Responsibility for the project’s dissemination strategy, including websites,
newsletters and the creating of entrepreneurial learning.

SCHOOLS:
Entrepreneurship learning is important especially in IVET as self-employment
is a realistic aspiration for students: many VET students often establish their own
businesses. Non-formal guidance methods are more apparent in VET schools
concerningentrepreneurship than formal guidance services. Non-formal guidance
providersinclude entrepreneurs, experienced people from the business world,
teachers, peer students and even parents.10 In this aspect, schools will have more
responsibilities to educate the students. While conducting this, they have to follow the
uptated curricula. The schools/ teachers will have to:
 Learn on demand, not just when scheduled.
 Provide guidance for the teachers and students involved.
 Provide the booklet prepared by the project team for describing the scheme
 Form the teams and their leaders.
 Work with the student teams
 Establish long term cooperation with the chamber of commerce and
entrepreneurs.
 Mediate between the chamber of commerce and the school/students.
 Guide students through the project activities.
 Help them to put their ideas into practice and support them in gaining selfconfidence.









Create the basis for future career and growth of entrepreneurial personality
Fulfillment of project tasks.
Involvement and facilitation of 2 teams of 5 students each, between the
ages of 12 and 16.
Create appropriate space for the students’ entrepreneurial engagement
Collaboration with the chamber partner.
Document local practice and support students’ creative storytelling.
Develop overall knowledge and skills from the project practice.
Assist the production of the final outcomes.
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LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY CHAMBERS OF
COMMERCE TO STUDENTS?
By involving The SBA project, students can participate to unique learning
opportunities, enhancing their education and providing them with skills to succeed in
their future careers. Learning opportunities include:
 Providing a learning environment for students to get to know realistic
entrepreneurial challenges.
 Relating theoretical studies to business experience.
 Connections and industry-led mentoring/encouragement.
 Give them knowledge about all the entrepreneurial aspects in the country.
 Knowledge about what is the role of chambers within the countries.
 Ensure the useful direct links between labor market, schools and companies.
 Entrepreneurship, business management and marketing learning.
 Providing business experience to students whist building better connections.
 Involving young people in creative reasoning and initiative thinking.
 Learn about the work sphere in their chosen field that may wish to undertake

in the future.
 Practice instead of theory – learning by doing.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS
If you want to be an entrepreneur, you need to have some features and learn
some specific skills. Also it is important to develop them in a job. What makes
someone a succesfull entrepreneur? We can study these under two headings:
1. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE ENTREPRENEUR
 Identifies the current opportunities within the market. Turns opportunities (or
needs) into business ideas.
 Collects resources.
 Takes risks.
 Manages finances, production, production processes and human resources.
 Carries on its efforts to change the product, management, technology and
continuous marketing.
 Knows how to network.
2.














PERSONAL FEATURES OF THE ENTREPRENEUR
Creative, innovative and critical thinking,
Ability to face struggle and perseverance,
Responsibility handling and propencity to risk taking,
Ability to identify and utalise opportunities,
Having initiative and strongdecision making skills,
Leadership skills and goal seting abilities,
Organisatonal skills, and research ability,
Being able to trust and work colaoratively with others,
Knowing potential shortcomings andlimits
Ready to be challenged and take on a potentialy heavy workload,
Ability to reflect and improve oneself,
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“Information skills
Identify, locate, retrieve, store, organise and analyse digital
information, judging its relevance and purpose.
Obtained information from public authorities/services' websites
Finding information about goods or services
Communication skills
Communicate in digital environments, share resources through
online tools, link with others and collaborate through digital tools, interact and
participate in communities and networks. All whilst having a cross-cultural
awareness. Key communication skills include the following:





Sending/receiving emails
Participating in social networks
Telephoning/video calls over the internet
Uploading self-created content to websites to be shared

Problem solving skills
Identify digital needs and resources, make informed decisions as to
which are the most appropriate digital tools according to the purpose or
need, solve conceptual problems through digital means, creatively use
Technologies and solve technical problems all whilst keeping up to date.”11
A – Problem solving
B – Familiarity with online services
1.

Software skills for content manipulation

Create and edit new content (from word processing to images and
videos); integrate and re-elaborate previous knowledge and content;
produce creative expressions, media outputs and programming. As well as
understanding and apply intellectual property rights and licences”.
“A– Basic
• Used word processing software
• Used spreadsheet software
• Used software to edit photos, videos or audio files
– Above basic
• Created presentations or documents integrating text,
pictures, tables or charts
• Used advanced functions of spreadsheet to organise
and analyse data (sorting, filtering, using formulas,
creating charts)
• Have written a code in a programming language” 11
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EUROPEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP FRAMEWORK
(ENTRECOMP)
EntreComp was developed by the Europen Commission as a reference
framework to explain entrepreneur mindset.
“EntreComp” defines entrepreneurship as a transversal competence, which
applies to allspheres of life: from nurturing personal development, to actively
participate in society, to (re) entering the job market as an employee or as a selfemployed person, and also tostarting up ventures (cultural, social or commercial). It
builds upon a broad definition of entrepreneurship that revolves around the creation
ofcultural, social or economic value. It thus embraces different types of
entrepreneurship, including intrapreneurship, social entrepreneurship, green
entrepreneurship and digitalentrepreneurship. It applies to individuals and groups
(teams or organizations) and itrefers to value creation in the private, public and third
sectors and in any hybrid combination of the three. Lastly, it is domain neutral: one
can act upon ideas and opportunities to generate value for others in any domain and
possible value chain.
EntreComp framework has been developed through a mixed-methods
approach, madeup of a comprehensive review of academic and grey literature, an indepth analysis ofcase studies, desk research and a set of iterative multi-stakeholder
consultations.
EntreComp can be used as a reference for the design of curricula in the
formal education and training sector. It can also be used for activities and
programmes in non-formal learning contexts (for instance, to foster intrapreneurship
with existing organizations). It aims to establish a bridge between the worlds of
education and work as regards entrepreneurship as a competence.
The EntreComp is made up by the 3 competence areas and 15
competences as illustrated in the figure below.”12
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Figure: Areas and competences of the EntreComp conceptual model. 12

Entrepreneurial mindset:
Entrepreneurial mindset is a way of thinking that enables to overcome
challenges, being decisive, and accepting responsibilities. It is a constant need to
improve skills, learning from mistakes, and taking continuous action.13



Effectively built only through hands-on, real-life experiences, and project work
Taught across all subjects as a separate class or integrated within another
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The ‘intrepreneurs’ who fulfil the role of entrepreneurs, leaders, and
innovators within a group or organisation
Pomoted beyond educational institutions to businesses and the wider
community

4 BASIC ELEMENTS NEEDED FOR AN ENTREPRENEUR’S BUSINESS:

WHEN YOU PLAN YOUR BUSINESS IDEA, YOU DON'T HAVE TO START A
COMPANY WHEN YOU CREATE YOUR BUSINESS PLAN. A MISTAKE OFTEN
MADE BY ENTREPRENEURS IS TO FIRST START THE COMPANY, AND THEN
BEGIN PLANNING. ALWAYS PLAN FIRST.

Business Idea - The entrepreneur's own knowledge and a subject appropriate to their
experience or resources, the beginning of an opportunity.
Entrepreneurship Qualifications – To realise personal entrepreneurial features and
more importantly, have self-confidence. He/she must have the motivation and drive to
dedicate to the job.
Management Knowledge and Skills – Technical and functional work that involve
management features. Understanding that these features and the work can always
be developed. .Organise people in order to maximise their skill sets.
Resources - The person required for the establishment of the business should have
access to all the necessary resources (financing, knowledge-skills, workplace,
workforce, machinery-equipment, materials, time), all in order to gather data for
information, products and services.
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WHAT KIND OF IMPROVEMENTS ARE EXPECTED?
Entrepreneurship allows students to learn more than just their chosen field of
study, and creates an interdisciplinary environment to work and develop in.
The networks and friendships which develop, help students to become better
connected and assist them to prepare for long term success. End of the project,
these improvements are predicted on students:
 Changes of the mindset
 Have a try, and reflect on an experience
 Make a connection and a meaningful experience with the local Chamber of
Commerce
 Gained international experience
 Reliability
 Boost of motivation
 Active participation
 Broad knowledge about entrepreneurship
 Developing communication skills - teamwork, communication with
entrepreneurs, institutions, etc.
 Developing skills for starting, tracking and completing workflows from start
to finish, taking responsibility for the decisions made.
 Developing skills to objectively evaluate the results of the work process,
with a view to improve further.
 Become more responsible and confident about their skills
 Develop skills in finding new business opportunities

PROS AND CONS OF BEING
AN ENTREPRENEUR & AN EMPLOYEE
Taking decision abou future is very diffucult for everybody about their future.
Being an entrepreneur an important question should be answered as: Do you want to
get a risk and build your job? Or to be a worker for someone else? After comparing
pros and cons someone can decide better.

Entrepreneur Pros

Employee Pros

Career Growth
Indipendence
Choosing Your Own Working Hours
The Freedom to Grow Economically
The Opportunity to Network and Get New Ideas

Income Security
Leave Benefits
Fixed Working Times
Less Responsibilities
Life-Work Balance
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Entrepreneur Cons

Employee Cons

Stressful Responsibilities
Mandatory Investment
Long Days
Financial Instability

No Freedom of Expression
Limited income
Limited Capacity to Learn New Skills
Job insecurity

Now having a knowledge on them and defined the priority.

WHAT WILL BE THE IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT ON
STUDENTS?
At the end of the project, it will be possible to list the impacts that should
be seen on the students involved in the SBA project as follows:
 Gain knowledge about all the aspects of the entrepreneurial world
 Know the steps for being an entrepreneur
 Learn supporting resources for entrepreneurship
 Be able to behave, act and think as entrepreneurs
 To be persistence and have a clear vision/goal
 Develop their communication skills.
 Actively and effectively work towards their vision.
 Knowledge about the digital economy
 Improve their English language skills
 Make new friends and experience different cultures

THE SMARTEST PERSON SPEAKS LITTLE AND LISTENS A LOT.
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FORMING STUDENTS TEAM
All volunteer students who have ideas, creativity and innovative thinking, who
are curious to know more about the entrepreneurial world, can apply to be a member
of the team.
First of all, school management announces information about the project, the
number and quantity of the teams and the criteria (for example class level, English
level etc.), for the students to voluntary get involved in the project.
The student’s teams should be organised by their written motivation letters,
outlined in the criteria, their interview (held by the project coordinator, two teachers
and two members of the local chambers), previous observation of their involvements
and their success in tasks at the school.
This commission selects the student teams using the following criteria:
Notice how motivated they are in the classroom or their social resources. Do
not select them based on their academic performances.
They should be mixed groups with different learning styles and backgrounds.
Students should be able to work in teams throughout the project.
Students should be keen to share their experience with others, locally as well
as in their social networks.
Students should be able to communicate in Basic English.
They should be supported and motivated by their families.
Students’ motivation, bright ideas, knowledge and skills should be taken into
account.
Schools shouldn’t forget to get a permission for publishing photos and videos
in connection to the popularisation of the project from students’ parents (for pupils
aged 18 and under).
18

SCHOOL-BUSINESS ALLIANCE FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

-EMPLOYERS ORGANISATION

GOVERMENT

SCHOOLS

CHAMBERS
OF
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OTHER

CHAMBERS&COMMERCE

INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS
(Agencies, Project Partners, etc)

ENTRE APPLICATION CENTRE

DISSEMINATION,

MENTORING

PEER LEARNING,

-TEACHERS (LEADERSHIP)
-CURRICULA

-STUDENTS (ENTRE TEAM)

-TEACHER TRAINING

-PARENTS (SUPPORT
STUDENTS)

WEBSITE DESIGNING

-LEARNING
MATERIALS
-FUNDING

SHARING EXPERIENCES

OFFER
LEARNING/APPLICATION
OPPORNUTIES
LINK
COMPANIES&MEMBERS

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE DRIVE
EARLY ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING
Through entrepreneurship programs and alliance with schools, chamber of
commerce can further their membership base, support the business community, and
foster the next generation of business leaders. Chamber of Commerce and School
Alliance, provide the private sector a way to invest in economic sustainability, youth
capacity development, and a new generation of entrepreneurs. They can help
students to more easily access the workforce, whether by starting a new business or
joining the existing community.14
What can Chamber of Commerce do for keeping alliance with school and how to
help students and teachers:
Organising lessons, seminars, courses, training programs or events. Event
topics include: strategic plan design, innovation, project preparation and
management, intellectual and industrial property rights, business plan
preparation for entrepreneurs in the‘entrepreneurship start-up’ or ‘incubation
period’, space, infrastructure, support etc. and for entrepreneur candidates, to
provide services free of charge,
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Leading the development of entrepreneurship culture amongst the
students/youth in schools and the province.
Preparing booklets and CDs, transferring the relevant procedures in
entrepreneurship and starting a business.
Clarifying the concepts individually and in a lifelong learning perspectives
Providing young entrepreneurs with internships alongside experienced
entrepreneurs.
Providing support to entrepreneurs in the province by developing a coaching
system by experienced entrepreneurs for a certain period of time.
Driving the local development of the alliance and the emerging eco-system of
entrepreneurial learning.
Providing interesting and useful entrepreneurial learning opportunities for the
involved student teams.
Investing in local networks of private and social business.
Documenting local practice and support students creative storytelling.
Developing and enhancing the of knowledge of those involved.
Supplying low interest credits to the entrepreneurship.
Preparing and continuously updating the internet portal that provides detailed
information and opportunities about entrepreneurship in order to create a
Mentor pool to enable entrepreneur candidates to develop their ideas and to
guide them.
Providing some activities to push the students to continue long term alliances.
Giving information to students about financial support.
By initiating meetings between entrepreneurs and students. Allowing
consulting, training and generating assistance in implementing their business
ideas.
To offer support to students, becoming their mentors and sharing their
experiences.
Acting as a link between students and businesses. They will organise
meetings with the candidate’s entrepreneur students in order to put their ideas
into practice.
Supporting and maintaining students' participation in business rooms and
invitations.
With sets of different events like seminars, training and workshops in their
offices and in the schools, the chambers of commerce can help and be key
drivers in early entrepreneurial learning.
To bring together officials from public institutions, teachers and students in
order to transfer the official information necessary to step into digital
entrepreneurship.
Building a bridge between entrepreneurship culture and company creation
training.
Creating an entrepreneur’s library in the entire application centre.
By matching the entrepreneurs with the students, ensuring that the students
observe the working life of the entrepreneur for at least 3 days.
20

REDUCING BARRIERS TO DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ONE CAN NOT SEPARATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FROM INNOVATION

Digital entrepreneurship includes everything that is new and different about
entrepreneurship in a digital world, including:
•

New ways of finding customers for entrepreneurial ventures.

•

New ways of designing and offering products, and services.

•

New ways of generating revenue and reducing cost.

•

New opportunities to collaborate with platforms and partners.

•

New sources of opportunity, risk, and competitive advantage.

THE DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROCESS
The digital entrepreneurship can be simplified into four key stages. These
stages are listed as follows:
1. Building a prototype.
2. Testing the business idea on potential customers.
3. Launching the business.
4. Choosing a digital business idea.
21

SIMPLIFYING DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•

Launch cost is approaching zero.

•

Tools are easier to use, and to combine.

•

New Possibilities of Collaboration

•

Find partners, funders, and customers online.

•

More Effective

•

Faster

•

Build a business prototype in an afternoon.

•

Cheaper

•

Experiment and learn more quickly.
DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

•

Experimentation
Easy to create Minimal Viable Products (MVPs) as prototypes for your business
ideas.

•

Data
The best data wins, so digital entrepreneurs look for unique data opportunities
everywhere.

•

Scale
The digital world makes it easy to change the size of a business to fit the
opportunity and resources, often beginning with a highly specialised niche.
The DIGITAL CHALLENGES



Security:
Attempts to break into even the smallest businesses online have become routine.
Digital businesses will never be 100% secure.



Privacy:
Unwillingness to share personal, identifiable information is a major source of
mistrust online. Privacy regulations are increasingly complex.



Competing for Attention:
Hundreds of millions of web sites, millions of mobile apps, and billions of social
media profiles are competing for consumer attention
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5 HINTS FOR DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
1. Select product or service
Don’t be afraid of innovation: Decide what you want to sell/market.You should
try to change your habits and others. Try to change habits. Try to find more
special and personalized products and services for people. The more you
personalize, the more attention you will get.
2. Care about R&D
To be a constant researcher and take on continuous initiatives. Listen to
people's complaints/expectation and learn what they want.
3. Apply Golden Circle Technic (Why, How, What)
There are many different organizations selling the same thing. There must be
a feature that separates you from them. That is why it is important for them
first to what, then how, and what you sell last. You should earn their trust in
you, by explaining this well.15
4. After sales services
This issue is often neglected. The customer expects support such as
guaranteed product or service, extras and customer service. You should offer
them the best service in this regard. Especially, being in contact with people
will increase their commitment to you.
4. NEVER GIVE UP!
You may have done everything and got bad results. Don’t get intimidated
about this situation, on the contrary, see your shortcomings and get back to
work. Re-group in a stronger position by detecting your mistakes instead of
giving up. Being an entrepreneur requires this.
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IT IS WRONG TO IGNORE THE DANGER AND ACT BOLD, IT IS
COURAGEOUS TO SEE THE DANGER AND COUNTERACT IT BY
TAKING PRECAUTIONS

HOW TO BECOME DIGITAL ENTREPRENEUR
The digital entrepreneur is a kind of entrepreneur who uses the
IT/Technologies for improving his/her business.
The Entrepreneur Must:
Establish a business need. It is aiming to provide material and moral gains by
producing products, providing services or trading in order to establish a business of
prupose.
Realise the business idea through research, planning, organisation, and coordination
studies.
Combine business inputs, personnel, machinery-equipment, etc. with business inputs
and sources of finance.
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Find the Right Business
Entrepreneurship is a broad term and you can be an entrepreneur in almost every
field. You must choose an area to begin working in. Focus your attention on
something you care about.

Determine if you Should Get an Education
You need to have an education to be an entrepreneur. Contact your Project
coordinator, the school management or the cooperating chamber of commerce for
more guidence as to weither additional learning and education is needed.

Set your Target Audience
Research your target audience. Not every business addresses everyone. The
culture, income, age and gender of your target group will play a large role in deciding
where you ‘open-up shop’ – or if you even need to get a physical address for the
business.

Make a Plan
Before you begin your business, you need to have a business plan. That plan lays
out any objectives you have as well as your strategy for achieving those objectives.

Network
While networking is important in all fields, it is more important for digital
entrepreneurs. You have to use the network in your business. You can also find
potential investors through networking. Your network can also support your business.

Selling Ideas
Your job as an entrepreneur is to convince people that whatever you’re selling is the
best option available. Because people want products, but are unaware as to which
product to pick. You must discover what is incomparable in your product.

Market
You should focus on marketing at every step. You can have a high quality product,
but if people are not aware of this, your product will not be successful. Although
marketing is difficult, if you focus on your effort on the target audience, you will
overcome these difficulties. In this regard,social media can be an important and
effective marketing tool.16

INITIATIVE AND MOVEMENT BEGINS
Young Entrepreneurs sometimes go through meticulous research to find new
ideas. Entrepreneurs who take a long time to develop existing ideas can suddenly
find themselves with limited career choices. They take action, thinking that the only
way out is to start their own business, while living conditions create different
pressures on each one.16
The moment young entrepreneurs say, “everything is okay, I have done
enough analysis, I have gone through my shortcomings, I have all the information
25

about the market” they have taken iniative and have begun to take action. Ideas,
designs, products and services have started to be transformed. Some open a store
and others go on to present their products through their social media accounts.
It is very important not to give up when being a young entrepreneur. We need
to learn how to cope with the challenges faced. It may seem that everything is not
going as planned. You may not be able to reach the desired sales figures or you may
not be able to expand your product portfolio due to insufficient capital. If you use
digital media as a sales location, you may not have reached enough followers.17
What needs to be done is not to despair, but to revise the market you are in
and apply special offers and discounts to the opening.
Checklist For Getting A New Job
Before You Start Work Consider the Following:
* Evaluation of business idea by analysis
* Evaluation of weaknesses and strengths as an entrepreneur
* Determination of personal and business-related goals
* Review of current and potential financial resources
* Identification of financial risks
* Determination of operational cost
* Deciding the place of activity
* Identification of target customers
* Identification of current and potential competitors
* Development of marketing plan
What to Consider when Deciding To Start A Business
* Choosing a lawyer and financial advisor
* Selection of legal personality structure (Ordinary Company, Limited Company,
Anonymous Company, etc.)
* Creation of the business (registration of the company name, incorporation process
completion).
* Preparation of business plan.
* Selecting the bank to work with and opening the necessary accounts.
* Apply for borrowing and incentives related to starting a business, if you have an
application discovery.
* If possible, inerviewing with banks for the purpose of establishing a credit limit.
* To take out insurance in order to minimize potential risks, this is not to be neglected
The First Steps When starting a Business:
* Establishment of the website
* Receiving corporate email address
* Printing of business cards
* Arrangement/determination of suppliers
* Taking furniture and necessary office equipment
* Obtaining the necessary licenses and permits to become operational
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* Obtaining an employer registration number by registering bodies.
* To the tax office where the establishment is located along with the documents
applying for registration
* Membership of associations and associations related to the subject of activity.

18

DIGITAL COMPETENCES 11
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THE OPEN SCHOOLING METHODOLOGY
THE WORLD IS A CLASSROOM FOR STUDENTS
"Open schooling" where schools, in cooperation with other stakeholders,
become an agent of community and a promoter of well-being. Families should be
encouraged to become real partners in school life and activities. Professionals from
enterprises, the civil sector and wider society should actively be involved in
bringing authentic projects into the classroom.
An Open School is a more engaging environment for learning and makes a vital
contribution to the community. This is especially apparent when the students projects actively
meeting genuine needs within the community and draws upon local expertise and
experiences.

This creates an additional element of personalisation and self-motivation to the
Project, thus encouraging the learners and teachers to fully engage and participate in
all aspects of the scheme.
The school environment will foster collaboration, mentoring, and will provide
opportunities for learners to understand and explore their place in the world.
An Open School culture introduces external ideas that challenges personal
views and beliefs. It promotes students and their skills to branch out into the wider
community, therefore providing a vital contribution to society, especially due to their
projects involving realistic senarios and solutions. . The school environment fosters
learner independence and interdependence through collaboration andmentoring. It
provides the learners opportunities to understand and explore wider possibilities
when thinking about their futures.
An Open Schooling (a school based environment that implements the Open
School Culture) demands a root‐and‐branch rethink, not just in pedagogy, but in
every aspect of the way the school is organised: its structure, culture, and the use of
space, place, and time. An Open Schooling should be an open, curious, welcoming,
democratic environment which will support the development of innovative and
creative projects and educational activities.7
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPEN SCHOOLS
Key features of an Open School are as follows:





Open schools promote the collaboration with non-formal education providers,
enterprises and civil society. This is to ensure relevant and meaningful
engagement of all societal actors and increases the uptake of science studies
and science based careers, employability and competitiveness.
Supports Schools to become an agent of community well‐being.
Promotes partnerships that foster expertise, networking, sharing and applying
science and technology research findings, All whilst bringing real‐life projects
into the classroom.19

OPEN SCHOOLING MODEL19
Bureaucratic School

Open School
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STORY TELLING
FROM TURKEY
By ART and MEHMET ÖNAL
I was born in Ankara in 1966, and after completing my training, I entered into the business
life to assemble the awning. I produced awnings in Ankara for 20% of the assembly fee.
In the following years, I worked with sales, marketing and my partner Fatih to create our
company, "Moto awning". It is a company that produces awnings (sun shades) from outsources
awnings, made and assembled in Istanbul to then sell our buyers in Anatolia. However, though we
were gaining emense satifaction from our tades and connections we quickly learnt that we were not
making as high of a profit margin as we initially hoped, we needed to get smarter and aim higher.
Therefore through futher researched we discovered that the existing manufactuing and
distrobution systems was not suffecient, we needed to look at other precedences. As a reuslt we
visited and researched the awning manufacturing trade systems abroad, specifically Milan, Italy in
1995.To our discovery their technology high sector products were excellent and so we took the
inititive to import all these products. Now we specially produce systems for each different areaand
sell them in Ankara. We sold high technology systems to the largest companies of Istanbul, and to
the high-tech systems directly to product developers. We gave our customerssupport and didn't look
commercially at any of the studies, ensuring that we always played a leading role in the industry. As a
result we have been involved in constant development and constant change.
We have received the semi-finished production authority of Italian awnings and solar
systems. Over time, we've implemented all the Italian systems. We've improved all systems that we
saw as ineffecient and incomplete. We have added new models and designs. However, Italy did not
make any commercial contribution to us. With the millennial age and all the information, data and
applications about our sector internally and abroad readily available, it opened the door to
developments and promotions.
The power of nations in the world is measured not by cannons and rifles, but by
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship has no school and begins with dreaming. At the start of this job, we
dreamed that we would be a business that would export to the world in the future. If we don't set up
a target, we'd be just dreamers. As we manage every day, we have tightened our steps for new
achievements. For this reason, we have made our business a learning organisation for all
employees. We're not tired of developing new skills.
Another important issue is that we need to live today and be ready for tomorrow. Today,
exports, internet and e-commerce have become a very important concept for business people. With
e-commerce, the borders have been eliminated. Everything is smart, everything is digitalised. and
therefore so is the economy digitalisationWe have digitalised our business models and procedures
within our business by not being indifferent to the digitalisation experienced in the production
processes. Search engines today play the most important role in finding suppliers all over the world
for those in need. Social media is the biggest tool for advertising and promotion. In the awning and
sunvisor industry; there are numerous industrial designs, utility models and patents, all of our
trademarks are registered. In our 7300 m2 closed area factory, we work web-based with lean
production systems. We have close to 100 employees andoperate 250,000 kg of aluminum.
Today we export to 52 countries and in the coming days, we will deliver our semi-finished
products in Turkey. The products willthen be transported to the end users; the Germany-based
company By Art Global. My advice to my young entrepreneur friends is, "Never give up your dreams,
learn all the time andenjoy developing new skills..."
With respect and love.
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FROM SLOVENIA
STORY TELLING - STŠ Koper
When we started to think about whose is the most inspiring and worth to hear … we came to this
great idea. It starts with the question.
What is even more motivating than an entrepreneur telling you his or her story?
Developing your own one – create your idea - design your own story!
We decided to … »go for it«.
Listening to success stories is OK, but sometimes can be boring or even frustrating. But developing
your story – is definitely exciting.
We will develop our own ideas in this project, we will get to know the process of creating new
products and services and hopefully in future we will share our entrepreneurial success stories or at
least our own entrepreneurial experience to start with.
But … Where to start? What we should know? Who can help us on this unknown path?
Answering this questions we decided to invite Primož Mahne, Brand Strategist and Service Designer
from the company Gigodesign, Ljubljana, to be our mentor, consultant, supervisor, coach … who
would support us with his knowledge and experiences in the development of our own ideas and
products.
He is dealing with designing services, brand experiences, brand strategies and innovative teams.
Uncovering meaningful insights, innovation opportunities and aligning organisations with user
research and Design thinking methods in a successful company that develops products and services –
Gigodesign.
About Gigodesign:
»We help our partners make global impact through design of great products and inspiring brands. As
a one-stop idea to market shop we turn concepts, ideas and innovations into desirable products,
services and brands. We are advocates of user-centred design and lean startup methods. By testing
early in the development stage and applying the acquired knowledge to every new iteration, we aim
at minimizing our partners’ risk and maximizing their possibilities for market success. We’ve built a
strong project-oriented culture, based on the highest level of responsibility towards the project. Our
interdisciplinary teams cooperate on a daily basis, delivering numerous answers to the same
question. With a proven track record of awarded projects, we always go the extra mile to support
our partners achieve their business goals.«
Our goal in this project is to develop entrepreneurial mind-set and culture among students and
teachers. “Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship can be broadly defined as the capacity to turn
ideas into action, ideas that generate value for someone other than oneself (Entre-Comp definition).”
Turning ideas into action is the basic idea behind the SBA project in Slovenia. In particular, it enables
the participants to experience the creative process – from an idea to a commercially successful
product or service. The process itself is not known in advance, we develop it on an ongoing basis,
depending on where the ideas take us. However, we know the entrepreneurial skills we need to
develop and some facts we should keep in mind to create a commercially successful product from
the initial idea.
At certain stages of the process, we also expect the experts from different companies to be invited to
the project and to participate in different ways (adjusted lectures, mentoring, interviews, learning
about practices in companies …). We will also look for contacts with companies that we will need to
develop the ideas of our students at the Primorska Chamber of Commerce, with which we are
cooperating in the project.
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Our working methods will support:
- Experience – based learning
- Open – schooling
- Students – centred co-creation
- Transnational peer assessment
- Target audience sensitive communication
Primož Mahne from Gigodesign agreed to support us on this journey and we can’t wait to get started
for real and telling you our stories at the end of the process.
About Primož Mahne: https://www.linkedin.com/in/primozmahne/?originalSubdomain=si
About Gigodesign, d.o.o.: https://gigodesign.com/

FROM MACEDONIA
STORY TELLING - Fashion by Rosica Mrsik
My name is Rosica Mrsik, a fashion designer with a bachelor degree in fashion design. After
completing the studies at the Hogeschool Voor de Kunsten Utrecht and the School of the Arts
Institute of Chicago, I came back to my home country. During my studies, I had the chance to both
study and work for two renowned fashion designers in the Netherlands, and this experience made
me gain a practical view of the profession and the industry. Once I returned to my home country, I
worked as a fashion designer for few local Macedonian fashion brands, where the accent of the
engagement was on designing commercial fashion and I had the chance to closely work and be a part
of the entire manufacturing process. The experience made me learn and understand the connection
between the creativity and practicality, idea and realization, and the importance of each
manufacturing step.
By gaining a various and in-depth knowledge of the industry and being able to translate ideas into
clothes and collections, I was encouraged to start my own fashion label in 2009. The fashion label is
engaged in producing small and limited collections of women’s ready-to-wear garments. Wanting to
make a difference at the local fashion scene and bring fresh contemporary ideas to the very young
scene, I started designing fashion collections twice a year. Although presented seasonally, the
collections are created to last beyond one season, to be modern, of a high quality and be crafted
carefully. The fashion label was formed in response to the current needs of the market for
sustainable and authentic designs/ fashion collections, and manufacturing clothes based on fair
trade, on-demand, custom-made and slow fashion with local production and the use of natural
materials.
The fashion brand was firstly focused on presentations at the local market, with the idea of building
the image and getting to know the market. One of the first steps of internationalizing the brand was
presenting a collection to a concept store in Dubai, and since then the brand was encouraged to
constantly work on promoting the brand outside the region and so far has been present in different
countries, fashion events and concept stores: Sofia, Vienna, Munich, Lugano, Zurich, Slovenia, USA…
Being present at different locations comes with its own disadvantage in terms of being able to fully
oversee the transparency and good intentions of the partners in those regions, so in 2014 the brand
decided to open its online shop so clients will be able to purchase the collections world-wide. The
digital shift made the brand to become more visible and to be recognized beyond the local.
Some of the disadvantages on working on a small and undeveloped market is the limited supply and
sources of materials and sewing necessities, as well as administrative and import issues. Another
limitation is the inability to grow locally and internationally due to the limited market and limited
connections with the developed European markets and buyers. By being devoted to the work and by
careful planning and taking strategic steps, some of the disadvantages can be turned into a driving
force and be minimized. That’s the reason why I am focused on having a small company/ studio with
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a small number of employees, as I want to make sure I can operate and manage the working process
well, still be able to be a part of the quality assurance of the products and plan delivery of products
within the existing capacity of the studio.
Being a fashion designer does not only refer to designing clothes and collections. The designer should
have the knowledge of the entire fashion industry and history, be brave to set for new ideas and go
beyond the trends, be curious and follow the current in each society and globally, while following the
dream to still be ethical and stand for protecting the environment from the hazardous impact of the
fast-fashion industry.

FROM BULGARIA
STORYTELLING BOLID OOD
Bolid OOD (www.bolid.bg) was established in 1996 in the town of Stara Zagora, Bulgaria and started
its activity with business trade of lighting fixtures. Its founders are Rosen Gogoshev and Miroslav
Petkov.
Over the years, the company has grown thanks to its loyalty to customers and good teamwork.
Now Bolid OOD is one of the largest companies for construction and installation activities and
construction material trading in Bulgaria. It works with leading European and Bulgarian
companies, thus giving confidence to their customers and gaining their trust. The company has a
highly qualified team and a rich material base, suggesting the possibility of complete execution.
The history of the partnership between Rosen Gogoshev and Miroslav Petkov begins with a long
friendship. Both have been friends since they were young boys, they lived in the same
neighborhood, they grew up together, and their parents were also friendly families. After
graduating from the Construction College, they began working as technical managers, and in
1992 they decided to enter the private business. From the very beginning the goal was to engage
in construction and to establish a construction company. But they had no initial capital. Until
they accumulate some, they were trading with lighting fixtures. In 1995 they established their
dreamed construction company Bolid OOD where they are partners with equal shares.
What saved them? Miroslav has always thought that “two heads are better than one”. The one
sees an advantage, while the other detects the disadvantage which they could avoid.
What is the secret for the good long-term collaboration to parallel with the good friendship?
There is nothing to share. Each of them works and moves certain tasks and the business is going
successfully. Of course they have had problems in business, but they have solved them.
Teamwork - pros and cons. Teamwork has no disadvantages. Both partners like team sports volleyball, football - they are much more spectacular than individual ones. As Miroslav says they
are together because it is easier that way. He could go on vacation for 10 days, and when he
comes back the company is the same. They are a team; they have proven themselves during the
years.
About the success. The biggest success is that they follow very strict financial discipline which
helps them not to fall into crisis. They spend money very carefully, including their personal
resources. Their children are brought up in such a discipline, which do not include wasting
money.
What are the differences between both partners? Sometimes they disagree, but there were no
disputes between them. No one defends his opinion to the end, they share their arguments and
they take final decisions together.
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